


June 7, 2021 

Denver Landmark Certificate of Appropriatness Application 

Submitted and agreed upon by all 5 owners:   
1.  Graham and Ashlee Tharp (2 units) 813 and 819 
2.  Mikell and Kevin Beechinor  817 
3. Jeremy Burns 813 (contact 720-244-2141) owner/occupied 
4. Kristi Legaarden 807 (contact 303-842-7131) owner/occupied 
5. Candice Pulliam 805 (contact 720-290-4599)  owner/occupied 

We are proposing replacing the existing porches which are beyond repair. The 3 porches 
are identical.  The building was constructed on or around 1893 but the current porches 
were probably added during typical neighborhood updates in the last 50-60 years.  There 
are a number of this type of walled porch in this neighborhood. Each porch has two 
entrances with a total of 6 separate addresses. 

We have found no records to confirm the front of the original building.  We weren't able 
to find photos of the original building at Denver Public Library or the Colorado History 
Museum's digital files. 

The materials used on the existing porches is concrete and stucco covered cinder block  
walls with brick along the top of the wall. After researching materials and meeting with 
several contractors it was determined the porches can no longer be patched or 
successfully restored.  The owners are in agreement that the porches should be replaced 
keeping in mind the integrity of our beautiful old building and approprietness in Curtis 
Park. 

The replacement will include taking existing porches (not the roof) down and debris 
removed.  A concrete slab will be poured with steps.  The current approach from the 
front sidewalk be exactly as it looks now for each porch.  Details such as the step 
heights will be addressed and corrected. The concrete will be gray.  The roof over the 
porch will be supported during this process and not be altered. After the concrete is dry 
the porch supports will be replaced with solid 6x6's.  Plans include wooden railings and 
banisters replacing the current walls.  We invision a new look to brighten the facade 
creating a less heavy look while staying within the historical look of Curtis Park.  (see 
drawings)  

The railings will be added after the porches have cured.  The dimensions of the porches 
are within the guidelines determining that railings are not necessary but our plan is to 
finish them with railings and banisters when we have the trim repainted. 

The dimensions of each existing porch:  29'L x7'D x 15"H 
The dimensions of the new porch:  the same  

 Work will be scheduled as soon as we receive our certificate and reach an agreement on 
contractor.  We have begun the bidding process with licensed concrete contractors.
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